We obtain infinite products related to the concept of visible from the origin point vectors. Among these is Z"
INTRODUCTION.
In several of the author's recent papers (see Campbell [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] ) a class of new elementary infinite product identities was introduced. These were gven the name vpv identities, meaning visible (from the origin) pom/vec/or tdenttttes, due to the fact that they involved summation over so called visible lattice points in various dimensional spaces For an introduction to the idea of visible lattice points see Apostol [2] , where their distribution Is calculated The identities which occurred most frequently in Campbell [7] were often related to each other by vpv lattice sums dividing up space into [10] , and Glasser and Zucker [11] Some of the methods of these papers are applicable to vpv sums and products In the following companion identities were given.
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It .4 straightforward to generalize these results to any number of variables For example,
(1 8) This is true since logarithmic derivatives of both sides of ( 1 9) and (1.10) yield (1 5) and (1 6) respectively This establishes the theorem to within a constant factor in each product, and this constant may be determined from allowing both x and y to approach unity 2.
VPV IDENTITIES AND BOUNDARY LIMIT CASES. . exp (l-z) (1 x)(l y)(1 xy)
If we arrange suitably for x --> 1, y ---> i, in this we should expect to obtain (2 3) There is no difficulty with the left sde, but the right side seems to present formal (if not conceptual) barriers A way around this is to construct (2 3) by a method offering a geometrical viewpoint For suitable conditions the logarithm of the left side of (2 3 A DIRICItLET SERIES VERSION OF A GENERAL VPV TItEOREM. In the author's paper [7] we find the fundamental identity in vpv theory, 
Ths result came from iemma much in the manner shown above for theorem 2 lne of reasoning applies also to Dirichlet summations over the vpv lattices We now state THEOREM32 If/= 1,2, ,n then for eachb, C, Jlb,>l, Ths result appears also to be fundamental n some sense, but is not seen in any of the literature, except Ibr the case with n 2 given recently in Campbell [6] The latter case is so near the surface it s probably known The proof of (3 2) follows trivially from applying lemma to the left side series after multiplying both sides by y, ,,,:.z" a(' """ It may of course be argued that (3.2) is simply a limiting case of (3.1) Indeed generalization of the Euler totient function much in the style of our p (k) will give the generating Dirichlet series via (3 2) ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. The author thanks the referee for prowding important comments, Australian National University for continued association, and Professor George E Andrews for continued moral support
